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Global Political Theory offers a comprehensive and cutting–edge introduction to the moral
aspects of global politics today. In today?s hyper–connected world, these issues are more
important than ever and have been an impetus to a political theory with global scope and
aspirations.It addresses foundational aspects of global political theory such as the nature of
human rights, the types of distributive obligations that we have toward distant others, the
relationship between just war theory and global distributive justice, and the legitimacy of
international law and global governance institutions.David Held and Pietro Maffettone
introduce the themes in their new edited volume 'Global Political Theory'. It is literally
impossible to shy away.The contributors are leading scholars in global political theory, and the
book provides an unusually broad view of the field, In addition to the familiar topics of human
rights and global distributive justice, it includes contributions on the legitimacy of
international law and transnational political institutions; on.It is literally impossible to shy
away from global political theory. Pick-up your cell phone: where do the minerals that
make-up its circuits come.In today's hyper-connected world, these issues are more important
than ever and have been an impetus to a political theory with global scope.Theories of global
politics (Note: questions will only be asked on realism and liberalism) Key themes of realism
– traditionally the foremost theory of international.This special edition brings together (1) the
recent methodological worries of the moralism/realism and ideal/non-ideal theory debates with
(2) the soaring.Examines which political principles should govern global politics. Having set
out principles of ideal theory, the book then examines what principles should.Global politics
names both the discipline that studies the political and economical patterns of the world and
the field that is being studied. At the centre of that.In this critical discussion of Simon Caney's
global political theory, I focus on two broad areas. In the first area, I consider Caney's
suggestions concerning global.A summary of Theories of International Relations in 's
International Politics. is no overarching power that can enforce global rules or punish bad
behavior.Find product information, ratings and reviews for Global Political Theory (
Hardcover) (David Held) online on hpi-banten.comIn today?s hyper–connected world, these
issues are more important than ever and have been an impetus to a political theory with global
scope and aspirations.What does that mean for our political thinking? Do we need new modes
of political thought? How might we begin to develop a truly global political theory?.Human
Rights in Iran: The Ethnography of'Others' and Global Political Theory. Christien van den
Anker - - Journal of International Political Theory 4.
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